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"Tell the cloc\ there. Give me a calendar.'

RICHARD 111, V, 3.276

At a quarter before seven on the

morning of Monday, June 29, 1925, the clock in the

tower of the Fithian Building stayed its busy

hands to record Santa Barbara's

most eventful hour.
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[CIENTISTS tell us that earthquakes on the west coast ofthe Ameri-

cas are due to periodical readjustments of the Pacific Ocean bed. On
'the morning ofJune 29, 1925, one of these readjustments must have

taken place along the coast of California, for the beautiful city of Santa

Barbara was gripped and shaken by earthquake.

In immediate response to the misfortune came a great surge ofsympathy,

and this was notably intense in communities like San Francisco that had

suffered as Santa Barbara was suffering. It was not long before this sym-

pathy was expressing itself in active helpfulness, heartened and stimulated

thereto by a strong impulse of admiration for Santa Barbara.

The undeniably distressing fadrs that so quickly replaced the first wild

rumors of irreparable disaster would have crushed a weak community.

But Santa Barbara has no tradition ofweakness. Santa Barbara was in no

mood to set a precedent of weakness. And so Santa Barbara thrilled the

onlooking world to admiration by the spedtacle of her swiftly recovered

poise.

Santa Barbara did not welcome the earthquake, but Santa Barbara ac-

cepted the visitation with sublime tadt. In much the same fashion one of

those polite and cultured Spanish padres that laid the cornerstone ofSanta

Barbara's history might have tolerated an unsolicited visit from the prince
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of darkness! There is a good'breeding that knows how to overcome evil

with a smile, and Santa Barbara has inherited it from caballeros and pio-

neers. Subjected to a most cruel test, Santa Barbara stands out as never

before, a city of proven character.

Most of the damage 'was wrought on fourteen blocks of State Street,

the main artery of the city, and on the cross streets for a distance of one

block each side of the main artery. There is positive proof, however, that

the entire area for miles around was equally shaken, no one spot escaping.

The idea that the earthquake showed partiality to certain sed:ions—that

it exercised a sort of diabolical process of selection— is entirely erroneous.

The striking fad; that one building suffered damage while the building im-

mediately adjoining was unscathed is to be accounted for in a much more

common'sensible way.

H.J. Brunnier,J. G. Little, and T. Ronneberg, who made an investigation

immediately after the earthquake, have this to say:

"The destroyed buildings are an indidment against poor strudtural design, inferior

materials, and careless workmanship. This is so self-evident even to a layman that it

needs no theoretical arguments, because it is plainly and pradlically demonstrated by

the fadt that in the midst of the ruins there remain standing intadt, as a monument to

skill and integrity, strudtural steel framing, reinforced concrete construdtion, brick

buildings, terra-cotta wall construdtion, and wood-frame buildings. In every building

damaged in the earthquake at Santa Barbara the damage is due not to the kind of

material used nor the type of construdtion attempted, but to poor workmanship, in-

ferior quality of materials, improper design, or a combination of the three."

Frederick C. Davis, who studied conditions at the request of Gladding,

McBean feP Co., writes:

"The same principles of construdtion and results of earthquakes elsewhere also held

good in Santa Barbara, namely — the buildings resisted the earthquake in the diredt

ratio as to how well they were construdted. The well-designed and properly con-

strudled buildings came through the earthquake with little or no damage. The other

buildings failed in a diredt ratio as to how poorly they were designed."

An exhaustive survey shows that pradtically no terra-cotta was damaged

by the earthquake. All the broken terra-cotta in Santa Barbara could prob-

ably be replaced for a thousand dollars. This is accounted for by the facft
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that in Santa Barbara, as elsewhere, terra'cotta usually goes hand in hand

with good design and good construction.

A large part of Santa Barbara is of brick construction, built as the build'

ers thought best, unrestricted by municipal supervision. In the circum'

stances, it is surprising that there was not more damage. Compared to the

total amount of brick construction, there was a small percentage of failure.

This is true also of hollow-tile buildings. Where one hollowtile wall

was crushed, twenty came through the earthquake without a crack in-

side or out. This applies to a very large number of residences that but few

observers have credited to the hollow-tile industry.

The City Hall offers a striking instance of resistant strength based upon

good design, good materials, and good workmanship. This strudture, which

colorfully expresses the architectural personality of Santa Barbara, came

through the earthquake in perfect condition. It is a concrete and brick

building, plastered outside in light brown. The first'Story piers and walls,

and the main second'Story walls, are thirteen-inch brick bearing -walls,

while the cloister walls and the interior partitions are hollow tile. The
interior piers, girders, and ceilings with structural beams are of reinforced

concrete resting upon the exterior brick walls, thus binding the walls to-

gether. Tile partitions not located under girders are capped with a re-

inforced concrete girder. The roof is of clay tile, and the trim of terra-

cotta. The City Hall was in use again on July first, two days after the

earthquake.

Concerning the intensity of the earthquake shock at the High School,

William H. Weeks, the architect, supplies some interesting faCts. The High

School is situated two miles from the business center of State Street, and

rests upon very similar strata. A grading gang was at work in front of the

school when the earthquake occurred. The shock threw the men off their

feet. A large motor-truck was turned over and rolled down an embank-

ment. In the basement of the building a large water-tank was thrown from

its base; it burst and flooded the floor. In some of the rooms the small,

light wooden doors of the lockers were thrown open; some were actually

wrenched from their hinges. Radio amplifying-tubes were bent at right



I ' U. S. Supervising Architect, Archited: Photos taken July 22, 1925

The terra-cotta for the PostofEce, inside and out, was manufactured at the Lincoln plant of Gladding, McBean &? Co.

All the terra-cotta is backed up with common brick laid in good mortar. The building was

in use a few days after the temblor.



II ' John Parkinson, Archited; for Bank J. L. Curletti, Architeca: for Store Photos taken July 7,2, 1925

Pacific Southwest Bank vindicated good design, material, and workmanship. The terra-cotta came from Lincoln. —
Dichl Building is of good common brick and hard mortar. The front is terra'cotta. A few pieces were injured

by the fall of a parapet wall next door and by racking— no other damage.
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angles. Not far away, the St. Francis Hospital with a reinforced concrete

frame was entirely ruined. Obviously, the shock in this vicinity was quite

as severe as on State Street. Yet the High School emerged in perfedt con-

dition, except for one terra'COtta finial over the main entrance, which was
loosened, but did not fall, the anchor rod holding it.

In the High School strud;ure all the exterior walls, the first-story main

corridor walls, and a few other tie partition walls, also the main cross'

tie beams above the principal wooden partitions of the second story, are

of reinforced concrete. So are all the second-story floor slab, the first-story

corridor floor, and the floor of toilets, the rest of the first-story floor being

ofwood construction. The roof trusses are of steel. The roof is of tile, and

the ornamental features of terra-cotta.

The damage to the Postoffice was slight. The exterior walls of this

building are common brick bearing-walls with plaster exterior. The in-

terior columns are steel, and there are steel columns in the wall around

the patio, supporting its roof The outer ends of the steel floor beams rest

upon the brick bearing-walls. The tile roof is in perfedt condition. The
main cornice under the wooden rafters is enamel and polychrome terra'

cotta, backed up with common brick, and is all in perfedt condition. This

cornice has an unusual overhang. It presented a difiicult problem in con'

strudtion, and the best evidence that the problem was thoroughly solved

is found in the fadt that the cornice came through the earthquake without

the least damage. The rest of the exterior trim is limestone, and was only

slightly damaged. One corner of the building is slightly cracked, on account

of the thrust of the adjacent concrete stairs; otherwise, the exterior walls

are undamaged. The interior,both stories, is all terra-cotta elaborately poly

chromed. Only five small pieces were injured.

The Roosevelt Grammar School came through the earthquake without

any damage whatever. The one-story walls are twelve-inch hollo\V'tile

walls (3x12x12 hollow tile laid Flemish Bond) capped with a twelve-inch

by twelvc'inch reinforced concrete plate, to support the roof The higher

part of the building is built with thirteen-inch common brick walls, the

exterior plastered. The partitions are two-inch by six'inch studding, with
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wooden lath and plaster, all well braced. No plaster came off. The roof is

tile; the entrance and the panels over the windows in the central pavilion

are terra'cotta. Neither terra'cotta nor tile shows a single crack or chip.

The Franklin Grammar School is a duplicate of the Roosevelt, except that

all trim is cement. A large amount of plaster came off the wooden lath,

owing to the fadt that the partitions were not as well braced as in the

Roosevelt. Otherwise, the Franklin was uninjured.

Though it is an old building remodeled, the Pacific Southwest Bank

(formerly the Commercial Trust and Savings) withstood the shock ad'

mirably. A few years ago two entirely new street fronts were installed,

faced with terra'cotta and backed up with common brick laid in good

mortar. These new walls are bearing'walls. There are two steel columns

and girders at the entrance. The four small piers on the side street have

steel columns supporting a steel girder and roof truss. The roof trusses

are part steel, part wood. The terra'cotta of the two new fronts does not

even show loosened pointing or an open joint.

The Granada Theatre and Office Building is the tallest in Santa Barbara.

It is eight stories, with reinforced concrete frame and curtain walls. The
six'inch curtain walls on the party lines are reinforced with threceighth'

inch square bars, verticals spaced sixteen inches, and hori2,ontals twelve

inches on centers. These walls are cracked. The front is of terra'cotta and

face brick. Threc'sixteenth'inch single galvani2;ed anchor wires were

installed in concrete, and then the terra'cotta was set and anchored,

and the oncand'a'half-inch space between the back of the terra'cotta and

the face of the concrete wall was filled in solid with lean concrete grout.

The finials have oncinch rods extending down into concrete, and are filled

in solid with concrete grout. In the bed'joint of every fourth course of

four'inch faccbrick veneer, quarter'inch loose pencil'rods were installed,

and held in place with three'sixteenth'inch single anchor dowels one foot

on horizontal centers. Good cement mortar was used. The brick is laid

flat over windows and rests upon anglcirons. Neither terra'cotta nor face

brick suffered the least hurt.

Santa Barbara now has an Architectural Advisory Committee that is



Ill ' Sauter &? LocKHARD, Afchiteds

THERE had been noticed for many days before a trembling

of the earth, which did not alarm us much, as this is quite an

ordinary occurrence in Campania; but it was so particularly

violent that night that it not only shoo\ but actually overturned

everything about us. My mother rushed into my chamber, where

she found me rising in order to awaken her. We sat down in

the open court of the house, which occupied a small space be-

tween the buildings and the sea. As 1 was at that time but

eighteen years of age, I l^now not whether I should call my be-

haviour, in this dangerous juncture, courage or folly ; but I

too\ up Livy, and amused myself with turning over that author,

and even ma}{ing extracts from him, as if I had been perfectly

at my leisure. Just then, a friend of my uncle's joined us, and

observing me sitting bji my mother with a boo\ in my hand,

reproved her for her calmness, and me for my careless security

:

nevertheless I went on with my author. — letter of pliny the

YOUNGER TO TACITUS, DESCRIBING THE LAST DAY OF POMPEII.

Photos taken July 22, 1925

The City Hall, Hke Santa Barbara itself, preserved perfect poise on the memorable 29th of June. The terra'cotta trim

is pink Granitex and polychrome, manufactured at the Lincoln plant of Gladding, McBean fe? Co., and,

like the rest of the structure, was entirely uninjured.
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THE parapets of the palaces themselves were lighter and more

fantastic, consisting of narrow lance'li\e spires of marble set

between the broader pinnacles, which were in such cases gew
erally carved into the form of a fleur-de-lis. . . . Ver^i few of

these light roof-parapets now remain. . . .That of the Ducal

Palace, however, . . . retains much of the ancient form, and is

exceedingly beautiful. ... It has some appearance of insecurity

owing to the entire independence of the pieces of stone com-

posing it, which, though of course fastened by iron, loo\ as if

they stood balanced on the cornice li\e the pillars of Stonehenge

;

but I have never heard of its having been disturbed by anything

short of an earthquake; even the great earthquake of 1511,

though it much injured the gorne, or battlements of the Casa

d'Oro, and threw down several statues at St. Marl(s, only

shoo\ one lily from the brow of the Ducal Palace.—john rus'

KIN, IN THE STONES OF VENICE.

IV ' A. B. Rosenthal, Architecft
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Photos taken July 22, 1925:

Tallest of Santa Barbara's buildings, the Granada Theatre has a terra-cotta and faccbrick front that emerged undamaged

from the earthquake. The terra'cotta was manufactured at the Tropico plant of Gladding, McBean &' Co.

and was set, anchored, and grouted according to the best pradice.
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determined to make the earthquake serve the cause of a more beautiful

and more carefully built city. This committee recogniz,es that failures were

largely due to \veak structural design and faulty workmanship. It is an

opeu'minded body, favorable to all materials, provided they are properly

used.

That the manufacturers of terra^cotta and other clay products will par-

ticipate in the new building program goes without saying. These producSis

proved themselves on June 29th, and—a point of great importance—they

lend themselves to design in that traditional spirit of Santa Barbara archi'

tecfture which all true lovers of the city are eager to see perpetuated.

In the particular case of terra-cotta, the character of the material allows

it to be securely bonded to its backing of either brick or concrete. The
value of this was wonderfully demonstrated in the earthquake. The terra-

cotta on the Pacific Southwest Bank, the High School, the Granada Thea-

tre, and other typical buildings was entirely uninjured, while in the few

instances that seem to be exceptions injury occurred only where the stress

was so great as to severely rack the structure itself

IT is probably the fame of the Old Mission that most attracts tourists to Santa Barbara, but it is Santa

Barbara itself that \eeps them there. If it has grown more deliberately than some other southern Califor'

nia cities ... it has at any rate grown entirely along beautiful lines, and as befits its fine natural setting.

Always a rather aristocratic town in its adobe days under Spain and Mexico, Santa Barbara is still dis-

tinguished by an atmosphere of dignified leisure. Little now remains of the old Spanish buildings, though

here and there the stroller . . . will stumble upon some picturesque adobe looking out from amid vines and

flowers, and hinting of a day that is gone. The modern city is a place of much wealth; beautiful estates

are numerous; and in a state renowned for floral wealth, the Santa Barbara gardens

are famous for their variety and luxuriance.

CHARLES FRANCIS SAUNDERS

10
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Nature, assuming her immemorial role

of teacher, gave at Santa Barbara an

impressive lesson to mankind. The les'

son was severe, but this was in accord

with her usual mood when she speaks,

whether through temblor, tempest, cy
clone, or conflagration.

There will always be, from time to

time here and there in the world, earth'

slips, hurricanes, great conflagrations,

and other evidences of the workings of

natural laws. Whether Santa Barbara

will profit by this latest evidence of the

ruthlessness of such laws cannot be con'

jedtured here. However, it is gratifying

to note that the Architectural Advisory

Committee of that city proposes that a

new building'code be drafted for Santa

Barbara, and recommendations are in'

vited from those interested.

A careful study of the reports of all

the experts—architects, engineers, seis'

mologists, and others—who visited the

scene of the disaster of June 29th,

leads to but one conclusion—that the

failure of buildings at Santa Barbara was

due to one of three fadtors, or a com'

bination of all: poor design, inferior ma'

terials, or careless workmanship. In plan'

ning for the future, it is quite possible to

establish such standards of specification,

supervision, and inspection as, properly

adhered to, will prevent a repetition of

failures under like conditions.

The question of design can be regu'

lated stridtly. Honest workmanship is

largely a matter of competent inspection

and adequate bonding of contractors,

backed by the indispensable factor of

integrity. The same applies to proper

quality of materials. It is literally true

that scores of men who visited Santa

Barbara after the earthquake picked up

bits of mortar from fallen walls that

crumbled between the fingers.

All who have the future of good

building and the welfare of Santa Bat'

bara and California at heart should en-

deavor to have architects incorporate

more definitely in their specifications the

proper kind of mortar, anchors, and

structural supports.

The lesson of Santa Barbara's mis'

fortune is that proper design, good ma'

terials, and honest workmanship will

stand up under any but the most search'

ing devastation; while poor design, poor

materials, and dishonest workmanship

are not countenanced by nature and

should not be by man.

A bird's-eye view of the residence distrid: of

Santa Barbara the Beautiful graces the cover of

this number.

II



V - Ross G. Montgomery, Archited: of new building Photo taken July m, 1925

St. Anthony's College, new building, is of brick with brick bearing'walls. Trim and quoins of standard Bedford-stone-color

terra'cotta, manufactured at Lincoln, and roof of medium Cordova tile, stood the shock

as shown. Some walls were slightly damaged.



VI ' SouLE, Murphy 5? Hastings, Architects
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Photos taken July 22, 1925

There was no damage whatever to the Roosevelt School. The pulsichrome terra-cotta of the entrance and the panels

over the windows in the central pavilion were manufactured at Lincoln. Note the perfeclt condition

of the terra'cotta, and of the tile roof



VII ' William H. Weeks, Architect: Sauter fe? Lockhard, Associate Architecfts Photos taken July 22, 1925

Though the shock threw workmen off their feet in front of the High School, the beautiful building suffered no damage.

All the roof tile, and the pulsichrome and polychrome terra-cotta trim (except for the tilting

of one finial) , came through in flawless condition.



VIII ' William H. Weeks, Archited: Sauter & Lockhard, Associated Photo taken july 22, 1925

Santa Barbara High School affords a striking example of good design, good workmanship, and good mate

rials justifying themselves under supreme stress. The Cordova tile roof and all the terra-cotta of this

richly ornamented front stood firm, with the exception of one finial that nodded but did not fall.
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*

Terra Cotta ' Roofing Tile

Face Brick: Bric\for buildings and mantels

Faience and Quarry Tile: Tile, glazed and unglazed,

for floors, walls, bathrooms, terraces and mantels

Vitrified Salt Glazed Pipe for sewage, drainage and irrigation:

Conduit pipe, culvert pipe, drain tile, grease traps,

flush tan\s, segmental sewer bloc\s

Fire-Clay Chimney Pipe: Chimney tops, flue linings, gas flues

Fire Brick and Fire Tile: Fire clay, fire'bric\ dust

Laundry Trays, Kitchen Sinks

Garden Pottery and Furniture: Vases, benches, urns,

fountains, pedestals, sun dials and bird baths



"Who saw the sun today?"
RICHARD III, V, 3.276

Clocks stopped in Santa Barbara on

the morning ofJune 29, 1925, but the

sun'dial was unperturbed. This Por'

ter Garden Telescope of statuary

bronze not only tells the time, but

also delights the eye with the beaU'

ties of the distant landscape and the

glories of the stars. It is fixed upon

a pedestal of terra-cotta.
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